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The Energy Act 2008 - The Decarbonisation Challenge

Progress with electricity
decarbonisation, but not with
heat or transport
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Source: KPMG for ENA 2016
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Gas: flexible & convenient delivery of heat
 Gas provides 80% of
heat at times of peak
demand

Average daily electricity and gas
demand

 320TWh per annum to
domestic customers

 98TWh per annum to
industrial customers
 Over 23 million UK gas
customers use the world
class infrastructure
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Cadent - an organisation of significant size and scale
• Own and operate 4 of 8 GDNs

Overview of UK gas distribution networks

Largest distributor of
gas in the UK

• Serving the most economically
attractive regions in the UK
• Accounting for nearly 50% of the
UK gas distribution market

• Safe and reliable gas supply to
homes

Regulatory
responsibilities

High quality asset base
and workforce

• Emergency response
• Asset management and other
mains replacement work

• Property, pipelines, above ground
assets, control systems, fleet,
technology
• Nearly 5,700 FTEs plus two
strategic partnerships involving c.
4,500 delivery staff

WE HAVE BEEN AT THE FOREFRONT OF THE EVOLUTION OF THE UK GAS INDUSTRY
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Reducing network carbon intensity
….current UK Gas Distribution Networks throughput circa 474 TWh
Biomethane

BioSNG

30 TWh potential

125 TWh potential
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Hydrogen Blending

30 TWh potential

Hydrogen Conversion

HIGH TWh potential
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Proving a hydrogen blend level for
the gas network – the HyDeploy
Project
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Blending Hydrogen: Clearing Barriers
 Regulatory – UK gas
regulations GS(M)R
 Customer perceptions of
hydrogen
 Establishing supply chains
 Platform for industrial heat

Current European Hydrogen Limits in Natural Gas (Source: ITM)

Potential for substantial carbon savings in the short term
practical pathway to deeper savings
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HyDeploy: Hydrogen injection into the gas grid
To demonstrate for the first time that a blend of
hydrogen and natural gas can be distributed and
utilised safely & efficiently in the UK distribution
network without disruptive changes for consumers.
From 0.1% H2 now. Increase to 5, 10, 15 or 20%?
Potential to save CO2e of 120 million tonnes &
£8 billion cumulatively by 2050
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Achieving high hydrogen
deployment
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Leeds City Study 2016 showed potential, & technical feasibility, of
conversion of the gas distribution network to hydrogen
 Considered conversion of Leeds distribution
network to hydrogen
 Required..
•

Bulk production of hydrogen from fossil fuel

•

Availability of CCS infrastructure

•

Conversion of all residential, commercial &
industrial consumer equipment to operate on
hydrogen

•

Creation of salt cavern hydrogen storage to
manage seasonal variation

•

Development of regulatory regime

•

Development of funding model

 Low carbon hydrogen being seriously
considered now
© Cadent Gas Ltd 2017
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A Cadent aim is to formulate an ‘early stage’ Hydrogen
Deployment Project, which..





Provides material level of CO2 reduction
Provides cost effective CO2 abatement compared to alternatives
Is deliverable in early 2020s
Represents a ‘no regrets’ step, even if no further hydrogen
deployment
 Provides a foundation that can be extended
Focus has been on
 Industry, in particular large gas users
 Ensuring no disruption for domestic consumers
© Cadent Gas Ltd 2017
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Focus area: The Liverpool-Manchester cluster
Industrialised urban area with 5m
population..
>10% of total UK gas consumption
>10% of UK industrial gas demand in..

• Glass, oil refining, chemicals, food
& drink and pulp & paper.
Area has nearby access to…
• Extensive CO2 storage capacity and
• Extensive hydrogen storage
capacity

© Cadent Gas Ltd 2017
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Designing for low cost
 Deploy a H2 blend across the region

 Gas demand from many large industrial
consumers is relatively flat.
 Hence potential to match H2 supply with
total demand by exploiting industrial
demand profile
High hydrogen to participating industries and
blend to network..

700
600
MWh/hr

 Results in material C reduction with..
• No change to domestic appliances
• No need for hydrogen cavern storage
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Demand from Industry

Demand from Network
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The L-M Project: a practical, expandable, route to H2 deployment

Today

Widespread
100% H2
Conversion

 In Phase 1, abates >1 MtCO2 from industry and domestic users (gas
combustion is major source of emissions in industrial plant)
 Delivers 5- 6TWh per annum of low carbon heat
 As part of Project creates West Coast CCS transport and storage infrastructure
 Extendable to include more consumers, deeper carbon reduction
 Replicable elsewhere
© Cadent Gas Ltd 2017
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CCS infrastructure can be created at low
cost as part of the Project
 Potential to reuse nearby oil & gas
infrastructure for CCS


Hamilton storage alone could store
130Mt CO2 in dense phase or c23Mt
CO2 as a gas

 Alignment of field closure and project
start up minimises costs
 Very cost effective CCS
•
•

•

Low Capex
Low £/tCO2 even with limited annual
CO2 requiring storage

1 Bte CO2 storage capacity ultimately
available
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Extensive salt storage for H2 to manage large seasonal
variation as hydrogen use increases
Onshore caverns for natural gas storage
Site Name
Holford
Stublach

Number of
Caverns
8
28

Status

Year of Start
of Operation

Current / Intended
Usage

Operating

2013

Natural gas storage

Part operating1

2014-2020

Natural gas storage

Hole House

4

Operating

2001

Natural gas storage

Holford H-1654

1

Operating

1984

Natural gas storage

Hill Top

10

Operating

2016

Natural gas storage

Preesall

19

Consented

n/a

Natural gas storage

King St

9

Consented

n/a

Natural gas storage

Awaiting DCO
outcome

n/a

Holford
Extension

19

Natural gas storage

Storage Capacity operational and planned ~2,500 Million m3

….also with very high capacity consented
gas storage in offshore salt deposits
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From Project Concept to Execution Project
Gas supply

CO2 Storage

Gas field CO2
stores

H2 Production &
CO2 Capture
Complex

CO2 pipeline transport

Hydrogen supply
as blend to gas
network

Hydrogen pipeline

Hydrogen pipeline

Industry

Industry
Industry

Industry

Industry

Industry

industry

Industry

Potential Phase 2 hydrogen storage
Salt cavern
hydrogen
storage
© Cadent Gas Ltd 2017

Other…

Industry

Industry

Industry

Industry

Indicative Project Timeline
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Decarbonising the key energy vectors electricity, gas and transport fuel
 Achieving carbon reduction targets requires energy use to be decarbonised
 Progress is being made in decarbonisation of electricity
•

50g/kwh in 2030 from ~500g/kwh in 2000

 Potential progress with electric vehicles to reduce transport emissions
•

Role for bio-SNG and hydrogen in HGVs.

 Decarbonisation of gas is just beginning
•

Biomethane, bioSNG, methane-hydrogen blend; and ‘high’ hydrogen use in selected
applications moving forward

•

L-M hydrogen Cluster Project will create CCS and hydrogen infrastructure allowing
expansion of hydrogen use, e.g. power, wider use in industry and geographic expansion
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